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( i'm not you) 
( i'm Not A dum one)
( i'm not a silly one )
( i'm not you ) 

i today did well
on sticking up for myself 
i wasn't complaing about doing my work
this time ohh 
why can't everyone just keep there nasty comments to
there selves
ohhh 
( i'm not a silly one )
( know i'm not dum eaither )
( i'm not from now on gonna listen to you )
cause there's no way i can forgive you ) 

ohh 
why can't everyone keep there nasty comments to
there selves
i just thought that i could win and they could lose
stop all the hurting and move on forget school life
forget what they done that they'll wish they never done
ohh i'm not you i don't buy friends ) i hope not any way 
i don't try anything to do with trying to be cool )

everyone i am with all day
is a pain to me 
i feel so week when i'm there
ooo it's like i'm half scared half strong
you know there'll be days they talk to me
there will be days i don't get hurt at all )

if you're my friend you should be surpporting me
instead of just sitting there and not caring and thinking
i'm glad thats not me
ohh!!!
stop all the fighting trying to win instead of losing
i stop feeling sorry for myself
oo OOO they can never change
nothing in my imagine can find thoes kids my friend
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oooo yeah
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